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Introduction: Besides biologicals, a new class of complex drugs – non-biological complex drugs (NBCDs), e.g. liposomes, iron carbohydrate products and glatiramoids – has
emerged. Originator NBCD products have been approved by established regulatory
rules. However, their follow-on products comprise a challenge to the regulators, manufacturers, physicians and pharmacists.
Methods: An expert panel at a closed workshop during FIP (International Pharmaceutical Federation) Centennial Congress 2012 discussed non-clinical and clinical aspects
that distinguish NBCDs from traditional, small molecule drug products as well as new
approaches for regulatory evaluation of NBCD follow-on products.
Results: The active ‘substance’ of an NBCD is of non-biological origin and comprises
a heteromolecular mixture of closely related, often nanoparticulate, structures that
cannot be fully characterized physicochemically by state-of-the-art analytical means.
The composition, quality, and in vivo performance of NBCDs are highly dependent on
the manufacturing processes of both the active ingredient and the formulation. Furthermore, pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics can be substantially influenced
by underlying diseases (particularly in case of associated inflammation). The abridged
pathway for regulatory assessment of small molecule generics is not appropriate for
NBCD follow-on products whereas the biosimilar pathway is not applicable to nonbiologicals.
Conclusions: New regulatory approaches for the approval of NBCD follow-on products that focus on advanced (analytical) technologies for in vitro characterization and
on comparability of clinical safety and therapeutic efficacy are emerging. In contrast to
generics, automatic interchange and substitution of NBCD follow-on products should
be generally discouraged unless demonstration of therapeutic equivalence and similar
safety profiles by appropriate studies.
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Introduction
The progress in pharmaceutical sciences
and manufacturing techniques together
with more targeted and better-tolerated
pharmaceutical formulations gave rise to a
new class of medicinal products with complex macromolecular (nanoparticulate)
structures, the so-called non-biological
complex drugs (NBCDs) [1, 2]. Amongst
others, NBCDs comprise liposomes, iron
carbohydrate products and glatiramoids.
The complexity of these synthetic NBCDs

may even exceed that of biologicals. Originator NBCDs have received regulatory
approval based on proven quality, efficacy
and safety and have been established for
many years. Some NBCDs have already
been introduced before the growing
awareness about the specific issues related
to the production and characterization of
nanostructures. Accordingly, regulatory
approval of NBCD follow-on products
is subject to a lively discussion about
the requirements to prove therapeutic

equivalence and being eligible as substitute for the reference product.
The Non-Biological Complex Drugs Working Group at Dutch Top Institute Pharma, a
public–private partnership in The Netherlands, is a network of scientific and clinical
experts from academia, industry, regulatory bodies, and knowledge institutes to
discuss specific aspects of the development and evaluation of NBCDs and give
its expert opinion. This paper briefly
summarizes the key discussion points of a
closed workshop at the FIP (International
Pharmaceutical Federation) Centennial
Congress in 2012, organized by the FIP
Board of Pharmaceutical Sciences, in order
to assist the understanding of the regulatory challenges associated with NBCD
follow-on products such as the definition
of science-based policies for interchange
and substitution. The closed workshop on
invitation only was followed by an open
discussion symposium the following day
at the FIP Centennial Congress about the
proposed terminology and a planned
paper on points to consider for regulation
[3, 4].

What are NBCDs and what makes
them special?
NBCDs are defined as a medicinal product
of non-biological origin with an active
substance that is not a homo-molecular
structure, but consists of different closely
related and mostly nanoparticulate structures. Accordingly, there is not a single
substance that can be isolated, quantitated
and fully characterized or described by
state-of-the-art physicochemical analytical means [4]. Changes in the composition
and morphology of an NBCD can substantially influence the quality, biological
properties and therapeutic profile of the
medicinal product and result from minute
variations in the manufacturing process [1,
2, 5]. However, not all structural changes
and mechanisms that affect the therapeutic
profile are fully understood. Notably, the
complexity of NBCD prevents establishing
full proof of pharmaceutical equivalence
by state-of-the-art analytical means, which
comprises one of the two pillars in the
evaluation of a generic medicinal product,
see Figure 1.
In contrast to the mainly direct and systemic drug-target interaction of small
molecules with defined receptors in a
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Figure 1: NBCDs: therapeutic equivalence from manufacturing to efficacy and safety
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concentration-dependent manner, most
NBCDs comprise nanoparticles from which
the active ingredient has to be released
or formed and then transported to certain biological compartments where the
intended activity should be performed. Even
a slightly different release or formation rate
of the active ingredient, e.g. due to differences in higher order structure of the precursor molecules, can negatively affect the
safety and efficacy profile of an NBCD or
its follow-on product. For example, in products for intravenous iron therapy such as
iron carbohydrate nanoparticles, the highly
reactive iron is bound in a polynuclear core,
which in turn is stabilized by a carbohydrate
shell. After intravenous administration, this
complex is first phagocytized by monocytes
where the iron is released and transiently
stored before it is bound to transferrin
and transported to the target tissue where
it exerts its action, e.g. incorporation into
newly synthesized erythrocytes in the bone
marrow; or is stored in an accessible compartment for later physiological use [6, 7].
Hence, the biological activity of an NBCD is
not necessarily correlated to its serum pharmacokinetics (central compartment), the
generics pathway’s second pillar to show
bioequivalence.
In the case of glatiramoids, products that
comprise a complex mixture of polypeptides for the treatment of relapsing-remitting
multiple sclerosis, even no pharmacokinetic profile and no validated biomarker for
efficacy are available. However, although
the originator, Copaxone®, and a follow-on
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product are similar in many physiochemical properties, e.g. size distribution, molar
ratio of amino acids; sensitive chemical
and biological analyses demonstrated differences between those products, e.g. gene
expression patterns of glatiramoid-primed
murine splenocytes [8].

Does the generics approach fit for NBCD
follow-on products and their
manufacturers?
In contrast to follow-on compounds of
biologicals that are evaluated according
to distinct biosimilar guidelines (originally
established in the EU), some NBCD followon products are classified as generics
although the two prerequisites for the
generics approach cannot be fulfilled.
As outlined above, the inability to fully
characterize an NBCD prevents proof of
pharmaceutical equivalence or clinically
meaningful differences between a followon NBCD and its reference product.
Moreover, bioequivalence assessment in
healthy volunteers does not necessarily
reflect the biological fate of and therapeutic
response to an NBCD as outlined by the
example of the iron sucrose complex below.
Notably, this lack in proof of therapeutic
equivalence and potential differences in
tolerability or safety of NBCD follow-on
products can easily become a concern since
these products are often used as chronic
treatment and in patients with already
poor health states, e.g. iron carbohydrate
products for haemodialysis patients, liposomal formulations of cytotoxic agents
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for cancer patients and glatiramoids for
multiple sclerosis patients [1, 9, 10]. In such
patients, even slight but clinically meaningful differences between the products may
interfere with clinical success and thus the
feasibility for interchange with the innovator’s product.
The potential clinical consequences of
the above-mentioned differences could
be illustrated by comparative clinical and
non-clinical studies of a well-established
NBCD (iron sucrose, Venofer®) and different follow-on preparations (iron sucrose
similars, ISS). One study evaluated the
effects of switching iron treatment from the
iron sucrose originator to an ISS in 75 consecutive stable, haemodialysis-dependent
chronic kidney disease patients who
underwent at least 60 dialysis sessions
before and after the switch at a French
dialysis centre [11]. After the switch to
an ISS, haemoglobin levels decreased
rapidly and anaemia medication had to
be increased to return to targeted haemoglobin levels after quite a lengthy
re-adjustment period. In addition to this
apparent lack of therapeutic equivalence
of an ISS, other ISS were associated with
an increased risk of adverse events (658
patients at a South Korean centre who
had been treated with the iron sucrose
originator or an ISS) [12], even if the originator iron sucrose has been well tolerated
before (three case reports in Germany)
[13]. Furthermore, non-clinical studies
showed not only differences between ISS
and the originator product [14] but also
among different ISS [15], particularly with
respect to off-target iron disposition from
ISS and induction of oxidative stress and
inflammation.
In many countries generics approval of
follow-on products allows automatic substitution at the pharmacy level. Since the
International Nonproprietary Names of
the innovator’s and follow-on products
are the same, clinicians, caregivers and
patients are often not aware of the change
in medication. In contrast to the substitutability and interchangeability of fully characterized small molecule generics with
well-established therapeutic equivalence,
approval for substitution or interchange of
NBCD products should only be granted on
the basis of appropriate non-clinical and/
or clinical comparisons. Together with the
comparability of physicochemical quality this would allow to exclude clinically
meaningful differences between the NBCD
follow-on products and the reference
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product [1, 2]. Lacking information in case
of insufficient response or intolerance can
lead to unnecessary diagnostic tests and
use of potentially more invasive and more
expensive treatment options [8, 10]. Overall, drug product replacement that is guided
by acquisition cost only may increase other
costs and not be cost-effective from the
patient’s and payer’s perspective.

Workshop discussions favour a similar
approach
At the NBCD workshop in the course of
the FIP Centennial Congress 2012, experts
from academia, industry, regulatory bodies
and knowledge institutes agreed that
there is a need for a globally harmonized
approach to authorize NBCD follow-on
products. This approach should be linked
to an accepted common terminology [4].
Also the requirements for an abbreviated procedure showing comparability
between different types of NBCD followon products and feasible reference
products should be clear. In order to
approve an NBCD follow-on product that
will be interchangeable with the innovator’s product, relevant and comparative
clinical and/or non-clinical trials should
be performed. Aims of these studies will
be an appropriate characterization of the
NBCD with up-to-date analytical techniques and to identify the extent of similarity with the originator product. Clinical
trials should be sufficiently powered,
conducted in patients rather than healthy
volunteers to cover for disease-associated
changes in pharmacokinetics (PK) and
pharmacodynamics (PD). Furthermore,
trials should include suitable biological
tests to evaluate the similarity of PK, PD
and safety/tolerability in populations with
similar aetiology of the disease as for the
aimed indication. For these means also
surrogate efficacy and safety markers may
be used. Based on the degree of similarity
that could be confirmed by the results of
such trials and markers, approval of an
NBCD follow-on product can be gradually
extended to allow for interchange or even
automatic substitution in newly diagnosed
patients or those on existing chronic treatment. Such a stepwise similarity approach
towards totality of evidence can help
manufacturers of follow-on products in
the development of safe and effective
products and to make a realistic prediction
of development costs and timelines.
Furthermore, the expert panel indicated that
post-approval pharmacovigilance for NBCD
and follow-on products should be based on

specific brand names as already proposed
earlier [16]. An information exchange among
treating healthcare professionals and eventually the patient is mandatory to allow for
appropriate treatment and drug product
traceability in the individual patient.

Conclusions
An increasing number of NBCDs including nanomedicines become target for
development and introduction of followon products. Recent clinical data with
NBCD follow-on products (iron sucrose)
that were approved like small molecule
generics revealed significant differences
in efficacy and tolerability compared to
the originator product. Accordingly, regulators are prompted to establish a global
regulatory framework that considers the
structural complexity and specific biological properties of NBCD and provides
clear guidance for the development and
documentation of safe and effective
follow-on products. The experts from
academia, industry, regulatory bodies
and knowledge institutes at the FIP 2012
workshop suggest a stepwise similarity approach that includes appropriate
clinical and/or non-clinical studies that
evaluate markers of PK, PD (if applicable) and safety/efficacy in relevant
patient populations. As long as proof
of therapeutic equivalence and similar
safety profiles by appropriate studies is
missing, interchange and automatic substitution between NBCDs and their followon products should be discouraged.
Overall, a critical review of the current
and emerging regulation of NBCDs and
NBCD follow-on products encourage
further multidisciplinary research and
consensus discussions among all stakeholders to develop guidance towards the
definition of an NBCD and the development of NBCD follow-on products [3].
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